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Toller 
d. Pen Densham, John Watson, ph. Pen 
Densham, asst. ph. Robert New, Chris 
Slagter, ed. John Watson, production team 
Nancy Falconer, Elizabeth Grogan, Mar
tin Harbury, Barbara Sears, Winston Up-
shall, post production team David Apple
by, Patrick Drummond, Robert Grieve, 
Hannele Halm, Erika Schmidt, m. Fred 
Mollin, titles Ken Mimura, p.c. Insight 
Production Inc. 1976, with the assistance 
of Canada Council, Ontario Arts Council, 
Canadian Figure Skating Association, 
Branch of Canadian Figure Skating Asso
ciation of Ontario Section, Noranda Mines 
Ltd., col. 16mm, running time 52 min. 

Toller Cranston does two very vis
ible things - dancing on ice and paint
ing exotic pictures - and he does 
them with extraordinary flair. Toller, 
by Pen Densham and John Watson of 
Insight Productions (Toronto), is a 
showcase for the man and his talents 
which displays exceptional flair of its 
ovm. It made a dashing and exhilarat
ing hour of television, and I hope CTV 
paid a decent price for it. 

Toller the man is in some ways an 
elusive subject for a film, being an 
unusually self-absorbed person, in
tensely focused on the rigor and fi
nesse of his work. With a fey, inscru
table manner, he talks revealingly 
about himself, yet confides very little. 
He dwells behind masks - a quality 
which the film expresses very tell
ingly by photographing him through 
a self-portrait which he is painting 
on glass. As we watch, his individual 
features disappear behind that distant, 
ancient gaze which all the figures in 
his paintings wear. 

Toller's paintings endlessly elabo
rate a world of faery, peopled by re
mote, pale-visaged lords and ladies, 
red-haired, with heavy-lidded eyes, 
like Queen Elizabeth in old age, trans
ported on magical barques festooned 
with weeds and human souls. Reminis
cent of the Pre-Raphaelites and Sym
bolists, his pictures have an obses
sive, formalistic, and ultimately 

rather mechanical quality. One by 
one, they are hauntingly rich and 
exotic, but taken together they exhibit 
what begins to seem like a mindless 
reduplication of decorative motif. 

The film eventually, and quite jus
tifiably, concentrates on Toller's skat
ing performances, both competitive 
and theatrical. In championship com
petitions, the sophistication of his 
balletic routines often loses him as 
much favor with the judges as it gains 
with the audience. A central episode 
in the film is the world championship 
at Colorado Springs, which yields 
both triumph and bitter disappoint
ment. Toller and one of his rivals 
both speak of the intense concentra
tion of will and imagination that goes 
into these five-minute, all-out dis
plays of virtuosity. Toller himself 
characteristically insists that his 
own judgment of his performances is 
the most exacting of all. 

In rendering the impact of Toller's 
purely theatrical skating, Densham 
and Watson regale the audience with 
a cinematic tour de force. No ring
side spectator will ever see Toller 
dance and leap and run and swoop 
with anything like the same immedia
cy that the film conveys. Using two 
or even three cameras, prismatic 
lenses, coloured spotlights and the 
possibilities of slow motion, the 
photography is wonderfully fluid, 
swift and dramatic. Watson's editing 
is highly mannered, perhaps even in
trusive in its brilliant rapidity, but 
exceedingly skilful. 

Toller is a film with several end
ings. Like that Beyond the Fringe 

routine in which a concert pianist 
struggles to extricate himself from 
a labyrinth of musical climaxes, the 
movie whirls into one finale after 
another, without managing to strike a 
final chord and let go. With such 
beautiful material, it must certainly 
have been difficult to cry "Hold, 
enough!" 

Robert Fothergill 

MigueFs 
]\avidad 
d: George Mendeluk, ph: Harry Makin, ed: 
Martin Pepler, l.p.: Ahvi, Roberto Contre
ras, p: George Mendeluk, assoc. p.: Linda 
Sorensen, p. man: Sergio Guillen, p.c: 
Ko Zak Productions Inc., col.: 16 mm, dist: 
Faroun Films Ltd., narr: Ricardo Montal-
ban, running time: 25 minutes. 

Had the balance between initiative 
and inspiration been more carefully 
measured, George Mendeluk's half-
hour film for children Miguel's Navi
dad might have been a damn good 
little film. Shot on location in Mexico, 
using local actors and crew (except 
Mendeluk who produced and directed 
and Harry Makin, director of photo
graphy), there are many visually 
rewarding scenes in the film: the 
bustling town market and its puppet 
stand, the old church bell with Miguel 
ringing it, the curious peasant faces. 
Though the Mexican setting and char
acters give the film a definite charm, 
and may even appear exotic to the 
child's eye, they cannot cover for an 
ill-conceived script. 

It seems obvious that a film for 
children has more chance of succeed
ing if it leaves no room for confusion 
as to what is happening; that the 
simple, straightforward story is least 
apt to confuse. Unfortunately, many 
filmmakers working in the children's 
genre make the mistake of equating 
sbnple with boring. 

Miguel's Navidad loses much of 
its intensity precisely because it is 
thematically and structurally over
powering. The second in a trilogy 
(The Christmas Tree was reviewed 
in Cinema Canada Dec , 1975) it is 
the story of a mute boy, Miguel, who 
receives the most precious of gifts 
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for Christmas - his voice. Ricardo 
Montalban narrates, telling how Mi
guel had refused to speak out of 
remorse for the loss of his fisher
man father who drowned one Christ
mas Eve, how several years later, 
the boy's dog had run away from him 
just as he was preparing for another 
Christmas. The climax of the film, 
when the dog returns to Miguel and 
the child shouts out its name, Navi
dad!, is a genuine high moment. 

'Miguel' running down the street 

What Mendeluk was trying to do 
was to wrap the old themes of the 
Christmas story, its messages of 
life and love, in a new set of clothes. 
He almost succeeded, but I couldn't 
help but feel the details of his script 
camouflage those aspects of the tradi
tional Mexican Christmas that are 
so fascinating. The dream sequence, 
for instance, in which two cloaked 
figures are seen riding a donkey 
down a dusty road, seemed heavy-
handed and out of place. The pinata 
ceremony comes at the end of the film 
and is unexplained. Surely its signifi
cance is lost on those children view
ing it for the first time. 

K Mendeluk had searched out the 
humor and festive feeling that ac
companies the Christmas season 
anywhere in the world, if he'd looked 
to the obvious to embellish his theme 
(What, no tree, no gifts?) he'd have 
found more of the magic that is the 
child's Christmas. He'd have made 
his film and done something special 
with it too. 

Joan Irving 

Expansion 
d: David Leach, sc: David Leach, ph: 
Phil Earnshaw, ed: David Leach, m: Pet
er Anson, Al Mattes, l.p.: Carolyn Shaffer, 
Louise Garfield, p: David Leach, col: 
16mm, running time: 5' •> minutes. 

By its very nature, dance seems a 
perfect subject for film. The abstrac
tion of an idea into its visual equiva
lent, the use of space and movement 
in space, creating patterns by both 
its absence and presence, the whole 
concept of time as essential to all as
pects of the art, and rhythm as the 
binding and unifying element - all 
these seem to indicate dance should 
translate into film with ease. 

That impression, of course, is a 
fallacy, and one that many a film
maker falls prey to. Dance not only 
doesn't translate easily into film, it 
defies rlie medium. Three-dimension
al space, reduced to a flat screen, 
loses depth and significance. The 
molding effect of shapes passing be
fore and behind each other flattens 
out and, without various three-dimen
sional aids like objects in the fore
ground or background to amplify the 
effects of distance, the viewer be
comes easily bored with monotonous 
movements on a single plane, neither 
defining space nor apparently using 
much of it. 

Thus when one finds a filmmaker 
who achieves a lovely transition of 
dance ideas into film, no matter how 
short the film or condensed its state
ment, one feels a small celebration 
coming on. 

David Leach's second attempt* at 
making a film based on dance is a 
brief five minutes 30 seconds long. 
Framed in an introductory and closing 
shot of an audience, distracting to 
some, but part of his overall plan, we 
are offered two female dancers, two 
poster-colored ladies, whose steps 
and rhythms have been restructured 
through editing by Leach into a visual 
filmic dance. 

Called Expansion, the film genuine
ly does expand the dance. At the be
ginning the dancers, marvellous in 
their colors, one in blue tights with a 
pale green leotard, the other in bur
gundy tights with a leotard that is al
most tangerine, form geometric pat
terns with each other while the per
cussive sounds created by two musi
cians from the Music Gallery add a 

delightful dingle-dongle patter to the 
black surrounding the dancers' forms. 

The in-camera choreography ex
presses a controlled yet free-moving 
patterning in these Godardian colors, 
with a gradual build-up of movement 
and distancing until a sudden punctu
ating zoom, spectacularly well used, 
suddenly sends the figures into the 
distance, and begins a new movement. 

Dissolves, overlapping images, var
iations in proportion, and fast, ex
citing, unfamiliar percussive sounds 
expand the filmed dance steps into a 
widened experience. Finally, the mood 
breaks and softer, looser sounds ac
company multiple imagery and a se
ries of open gestures and emotional
ly freer movements. As a conclusion. 
Leach imposes over the final scenes 
of the dance the members of the in
troductory audience arising and 
moving as if dancing also. This at
tempt to indicate the movement of 
the dance idea into the heads of the 
viewers is more intellectual than sat
isfactory. The audience on film is not 
so much a link between us, the film 
audience, and the dancers on film, as 
an uncomfortable depiction of "us" 
or "audience" which cannot relate 
physically to ourselves, and simply 
adds another stage of distance be
tween us and the dancers. The concept 
of this ultimate "expansion" is com
mendable, but its attempted depiction 
is unfortunately a little awkward and 
confusing. 

The dancers were Carolyn Shaffer 
and Louise Garfield, and though they 
choreographed their own work, their 
dance cannot be said to have been 
filmed so much as they were dancing 
objects which Leach has used to suc
cessfully create a feeling of dance on 
film. 

Natalie Edwards 

* Leach's previous work, a 10-minute 
experiment with dancers Connie Mo-
ker, Sally Schweider and Val Sonste-
gard, photographed the three dancers 
in musical and rhythmical continuity, 
while their background shifted from 
street to beach to hall, rather like 
Keaton's background in the famous 
Sherlock Jr. 
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Potters at Worli 
d. Marty Gross, sc. Marty Gross, ph. 
Hideaki Kobayashi, J.S.C, ed. Marty 
Gross, sd. ed. Gary Oppenheimer, sd. 
rec. Koji Ohta, p. Marty Gross, p. man
ager. Mutsu International, Tokyo, col. 
16mm, 1976, running time 28 minutes, 
dist. Viking Films Limited 

Potters at Work is that rare thing 
- a documentary crafted as atten
tively and delicately as a hand-
wrought bowl. Small wonder, since 
the man who put it together, in addi
tion to being a filmmaker with one 
prize-winning film - ...as we are, 
his first film - already to his cred
it, is a potter in his own right. Marty 
Gross has a strong background in Ja
panese art and his new film repre
sents an attempt to reveal something 
of the spirit he sees operating in and 
behind the Japanese craft of pottery. 

As the title itself implies. Gross 
is less concerned with the finished 
products of the potters' labors than 
with the entire field, the rhythm of 
daily circumstances out of which they 
emerge and draw their meaning. 
From such a vantage point, he ex
presses a vision of creativity radical
ly different from Western conceptions 
of art and art-making. Instead of the 
solitary grandeur of the unique art 
object, transcendent, unrooted in any 
specific time or place, instead of the 
rampaging individuality of the artist, 
his imaginative freedom at odds with 
any commitment outside the self -
we are presented with a small world 
of startling harmony and interconnec
tion where being and doing, self and 
community flow indistinguishably to
gether. And the measure of Gross' 
sensitivity to and immersion in his 
subject can be seen in the extent to 
which the integrity of his film, the 
final inseparability of what we are 
being shown from how we are being 
shown it, mirrors the unity of the 
life-stream he is portraying. 

The film is divided into four dis
crete segments: 1) the firing of the 
kiln at night, in the village of Koishi-
bara; 2) the digging and pounding of 
clay at Onda, a neighboring village; 
3) a villager training his 12-year-old 
son at home in the ancient craft; 4) 
another family making pots and car
rying the finished ones out to dry in 
the sun. This structure and the fading 
in and out of the sections serves both 
to intensify the almost luminous clar
ity of the individual episodes and to 

draw attention to the "negative 
space" from which they appear; as if 
each vignette were thrown up as an 
item of perception, a haiku out of a 
continuous ground of being, the dark 
screen. Thus, while concentrating ex
plicitly on a particular range of ac
tivities, Gross manages, at the same 
time, to direct us towards a sense of 
the larger life-contexts in which they 
have their true location. No mean feat 
this - to avoid the usual Western 
dichotomous "either/or", to achieve 
inclusion without exclusion, focus 
without fragmentation. 

We are told nothing. No narrative 
accompanies the visual images, no 
musical track molds our emotional 
responses. There is, after all, noth
ing to add to the sheer experience 
that is embodied in the film. In the 
first section we see and hear the 
flames roaring in the kiln around the 
pots. In the second section we watch 
the kara-usu, primitive machines for 
pounding the clay whose slow but log
ical action holds a bizarre and hyp
notic beauty, and whose rich music 
of incredibly variegated grunts, bel
lows and wheezes seems the 
complaint of some crude, prehistoric 
work animal. Everything is on a 

Marty Gross watching over the production 

human scale in this place, accessible, 
comprehensible - even the techno
logy. In counterpoint to the heavy 
pounders moves the figure of an old 
man fetching clay from a streambed 
in two baskets slung over his 
shoulder by a rope. 

In the third and fourth sections the 
pots of the novice and those of the 
skilled workers emerge out of a swirl 
of curcumstantial sounds - words of 
direction and conversation, the slap 
of a hand against clay, footsteps, the 
groan of the wheel. One's dominant 
impressions are of grace, control, 
astonishing fluidity. There is one 
moment in the final section when the 

flow seems suddenly interrupted, the 
harmony extinguished: a great many 
pots have been placed in the sun and 
a sudden storm threatens to wreck 
them all. The camera focuses from 
inside the storage room on the door^ 
way as the Ohta family and their ap
prentices erupt into frantic activity, 
dashing out into the rain to rescue 
the pots, precariously balanced on 
long thin trays of wood. What happens 
here is amazing - as the camera 
watches fixedly, it seems almost re
lentlessly, the apparently random 
movements of individuals in and out 
of the narrow doorway slowly resolve 
themselves into a formal pattern. 
The ancient habits of discipline and 
co-operation which energize the lives 
of these people reveal themselves to 
us in the aesthetic design their inter
action assumes on the screen. Life in 
art, art in life. 

Katherine Gilday 

OdSSFED 
For Sale: 
Arriflex 35 mm, lenses, matte box, filters, 
case, blimp, sync motor, wild motor. Mag-
nasync sound recorder, microphone, tripod, 
geared head, quartz lights, ancillary equip
ment. $2500. (416) 783-6973. 
For Sale: 
Eclair ACL new 400' mags $1500 each. Al
so ACL bodies. Psychomedia (604) 
733-2854. 
For sale: 
Nagra 4.2. 14 months old. Perfect Condition. 
Asking $4000.00. Contact Pat Kipping, 
apt. 5, 5300 Morris Street, Halifax, N.S. 
(902) 422-7120 
For Rent: 
Eclair NPR complete with 12-120 Ange-
nieux, 10 mm, crystal motor, O'Connor '50 
and legs for rent, very reasonable. Call 
Ray Gallon, 481-7708, mornings or eve
nings. 

dDPERTISinC INDEX 
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Alpha Cine Service 
Tlie Bedford Group 
Bellevue Pathe 
Cine Books 
Cinepix 
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Film Opticals 
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The first system of its kind, STEADICAIVI is a unique and revolutionary camera stabilizing 
system which has been quietly making film history during the course of the past year, breaking new ground 
In handheld cinematography. 

Fully tested—and proven—in numerous film and video productions, STEADICAM has already 
made its dramatic impact on the filming of major features such as BOUND FOR GLORY (DP Haskell 
Waxier), MARATHON MAN (DP Conrad Hall), ROCKY (DP James Crabe), THE HERETIC (DP William 
Fraker), THE CAR (DP Gerald Hirschfeld), MacARTHUR (DP Mario Tosi) and EQUUS (DP Ossie Morris). 

Effectively reducing production costs, STEADICAM releases the motion picture camera from 
the constraints of dollies and tracks, tight interiors, heavy camera platforms—delivering remarkably steady 
and jitter-free moving shots of dolly-quality smoothness, permitting new kinds of moving shots previously 
considered impossible! 

STEADICAM greatly enhances the creative latitude of the cinematographer and the director. 
According to Stanley Kubrick,"It should revolutionize the way films are shot." 

TCADICAAA 
The following critical comments about the film ROCKY deal with some of the key sequences that were shot with STEADICAM: 

'.'.. Rocky's training, revealing Stallone's 
own grueling five-month preparation for 
the part, is fascinating to watch. 
Thanks to a newly developed body-held 
camera, cinematographer James Crabe 
was able (without impossibly costly 
tracking platforms) to follow Stallone 
jogging tjefore dawn through all of 
Philadelphia, a literal opening up 
which appropriately symbolizes an opening 
up of Rocky's world and his chances." 

Charles Champlin 
LA. Times CALENDAR 
November 28,1976 

Camera Operator Garrett Brown, inventor of the ~" 
system, is seen using the STEADICAM stabilized 
camera system to film the dramatic fight sequence 
in ROCKY. James Crabe was Director of Photography. :"' 

The STEADICAM system was developed and is manufactured by 
Cinema Products Corporation under exclusive world-wflde license. 
Foreign and U.S. patent rights to cover all aspects and applications 
of the STEADICAM system have been applied for 

'.'.. Not only did that last reel include some of the most 
wildly exciting fight footage ever put on the screen, but it 

also provided an emotionally gratifying capstone to a 
picture that is truly an ode to the human spirit... 
And a final word must be said for James Crabe's 

incredible camera work—not only his stunning 
views of Philadelphia's historic monuments, 

but the squalor of the South Philadelphia 
slums, two breath-taking swoops up the 

broad steps of the Philadelphia Art Museum, 
a protracted run past swinging sides of 

beef in a meat-packing plant, and, of 
course, the virtuoso photography of the 

climactic bout... In many ways, ROCKY is 
a picture that should make movie history." 

Arthur Knight 
The Hollywood Reporter 

November 5,1976 

WILLIAM F. WHITE LTD. 
571 Homer Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
604-687-0321 

356 Munster Ave., 
Toronto, Ontario 

416-231-6569 
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Nlne out of ten professional sound men 
throughout the world have accepted Nagra 
as the standard of excellence for recording 
original sound tracks in the motion picture 
and broadcast industries. There's a sync 
Nagra for yo'ur every need. 

Nagra 4.2, the most versatile portable re
corder ever developed. Many internal plug-
in modular accessories may be installed as 
required to suit numerous applications. 

Nagra IV-S, a professional two-track, port
able Vi' tape recorder. You're able to record 
two separate dialogue tracks on location 
and mix later. And you also have a stereo 
recording facility when required. If you're 
not recording in stereo yet, think about it, 
you're going to need it later. 

Nagra IS-LT, a professional compact tape 
recorder with Neopilot system for crystal or 
cabled sync with camera. Weighs only 10 
pounds. Dimensions: L. 1054" (275mm). 
W. 8" (200mm). H. S/s" (80mm). 

Nagra SN, the first miniature tape recorder 
to deliver professional quality recordings. 

This 17 oz. pocket-size instrument may be 
used for synchronous motion picture pro
duction instead of a radio microphone. You 
get interference-free wireless recording. 

Braun PLC Plan makes your move to Nagra 
very easy. It's a purchase/lease credit plan 
with low industrial interest rates and com
plete flexibility to arrange a payment sche
dule to suit your situation. Also, If you are 
"thinking system ", remember other prod
ucts we carry may be included — Arriflex, 
laniro, Multi-Track. Manyof thetop names in 
the broadcast and motion picture industries 

Braun Electric Canada Ltd., 3269 American 
Drive, Mississauga, Ont L4V 1B9. Branch 
offices: Montreal and Vancouver. 


